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Discover mobile photography and storytelling
About PiB
Photography in Brisbane is a
newly established company
that helps people,
communities and companies
discover, explore and share
their stories in images. We use
elements of storytelling to
visually explore the hidden
worlds around us.
We use elements of
storytelling and mobile
photography to share stories.
We aim to foster an artistically
thriving society and help
Brisbanites develop the
creative storytelling skills they
need to build it.
Learn more about us here.

Get in touch
@brisbanesunsets
✎hello@photographyinbrisbane.com
☏ 0410 294 760
▹ Eventbrite

Meetups
Third Sunday of the month
4.30 - 6.00 pm
The Edge, South Bank

Everyone has a smartphone and everyone has a story to tell.
We want to enable Brisbanites to tell their stories and share
their experiences. Photography has the power to connect and
allows for meaning to be conveyed beyond words and, in this
way, is a very inclusive form of art. Through a series of mobile
photography and storytelling meetups we want to share,
connect and communicate the view different communities have
of Brisbane. These meetups will commence November the
19th, at The Edge in South Bank and run every third Sunday of
the month from 4.30 pm to 6 pm until April.
The meetups are free, open to all members of the public and
inclusive - anyone can join by simply signing up on Eventbrite.
Participants are free also to join for the subjects they are most
interested in: a detailed overview of the meetups can be found
on the next page
At the end of the series, in April we will exhibit works that will
have been developed through these meetups. A jury will select
the exhibited pieces. The exhibition will open on Thursday the
26th of April at the Richard Randall Art Studio and run through
to Sunday the 29th of April, with selected activities and
workshops.

Be part of this exciting journey and
help us spread the word so that
we can explore the stories that surround us together !

www.photographyinbrisbane.com
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Discover mobile photography and storytelling
Detailed overview of each meetup

19.11.17

Meetup 1
Basics

This meetup is a mix of theory and guided practice
where participants will learn the very basics of
photography and how to creatively compose
photographs.

Link to the meetup

17.12.17

Meetup 2
This meetup is a mix of theory and guided practice
Photo editing where participants will learn which photo editing
tools
tools are available and how to start using them.

Link to the meetup

21.01.18

Meetup 3
Storytelling

This meetup is a mix of theory and guided practice
where participants will learn how to incorporate
story telling techniques when thinking, constructing
and taking their pictures.

Link to the meetup

18.02.18

Meetup 4
Advanced
techniques

This meetup is a mix of theory and guided practice
where participants creatively use their camera
functions, control exposure in various light
conditions, focal length/perspective, depth of field,
ISO, white balance and the aperture/shutter
relationship.

Link to the meetup

18.03.18

Meetup 5
Photo walk

This meetup takes participants on a discovery photo
walk around The Edge and Southbank. Participants
will take photos which can then be used to enter the
photo competition.

Link to the meetup

22.04.18

Meetup 6
Instagram

This meetup is a mix of theory and guided practice
where participants will learn how to manage an
Instagram account, gain followers and make an
impact online.

Link to the meetup

26-29.04.18 Exhibition

It’s still far ahead but we’re planning an exciting array Link to the exhibition
of activities and workshops during the exhibition, so
stay tuned !

Be part of this exciting journey and
help us spread the word so that
we can explore the stories that surround us together !

www.photographyinbrisbane.com

